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WinShaver is a simplistic software application that you can use to immediately remove temporary files from your computer to free up
space and make room for new items. It has a basic set of options geared toward novice users inexperienced with cleanup tools. Doesn't
require setup Since there is no installation involved, you can copy the downloaded files to a preferred directory on the computer or keep
them stored on a USB flash disk to run the utility on any machine directly, without setup. It automatically updates its.ini file to remember
your settings. No fresh entries are added to the system registry, though. Plain and simple interface As far as the interface goes,
WinShaver opts for an average window that takes a straightforward approach toward the cleanup operation, showing a list of items that
can be analyzed and emptied. These include temporary Internet files and Windows temporary folders, together with Firefox and Chrome
temporary items, depending on which web browsers you have installed on your system. Analyze and clean temporary files Before running
a cleaning session, you can perform an analysis to figure out the amount of data that can be removed from storage. Unfortunately, the
tool doesn't provide more information, such as the full path of each file it offers to delete, let alone give you the possibility to exclude
objects you want to keep. The full path of each file is shown in the upper part of the window during the cleanup operation. Remove all
files from custom folders When it comes to settings, it's possible to modify the default paths to the temporary folders of your web
browsers, as well as to add new paths to the list. This means that you can instruct the utility to remove all files from any folder you
specified. File masks are not available, so it cannot filter files by name, extension or other criteria. Conclusion To sum it up, WinShaver
delivers a straightforward solution for cleaning temporary files and removing all items from custom folders. However, it has a light set of
features, mainly geared toward first-time users. WinShaver ratings: Author Rating:4.1 View WinShaver WinShaver is a simplistic software
application that you can use to immediately remove temporary files from your computer to free up space and make room for new items.
It has a basic set of options geared toward novice users inexperienced with cleanup tools. Doesn't require setup Since there is no
installation involved, you can copy the downloaded files to a preferred directory on the computer or keep them stored on
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A PC Cleaner with three simple tools you can use to clean your memory. Clean temporary files It's possible to remove all temporary files
and folders that are caused by your web browsers, memory applications, file system utility or other software running on your computer.
The hidden files are automatically cleaned, and their paths are listed in the main window. Clean all your browser's temporary folders
Every installed web browser, as well as Hotmail and other third-party mail services, can have their own temporary folders. The temporary
files inside these folders are automatically removed when the browser's window closes. Clean all your system's temporary folders While
most apps store their temporary files within the system's temporary folders, it's also possible to opt to remove all the files that are stored
inside the Windows folder. The hidden files are automatically cleaned, and their paths are listed in the main window. Improve your
computer's performance As the name of the utility suggests, it can also help you optimize your computer's performance by cleaning
memory, removing temporary files and freeing up disk space. You can set the daily time interval to perform these tasks, but the limit is
10 GB every day. The Windows based application can be used to remove all temporary files, including web browser's and mail client's
files. It also gives the possibility to remove all temporary folders from your default browser and email client. The software is fully
compatible with Windows 7, Vista and XP. The utility is updated on a regular basis, so you will always be ready with the most recent
version. WinShaver also includes a nice set of features, aimed at novice users. This includes an auto update function to continuously
check if there are newer versions available, and the fact that it works offline, meaning that it is possible to perform a cleanup operation
on a computer that is offline. Furthermore, there are check boxes for removing all temporary files, as well as for removing all types of
temporary folders, including those belonging to various browser and mail clients. WinShaver also has a user friendly interface to make
sure that you can easily carry out the process of file cleaning. In order to address the needs of experienced users, the application also
includes a help system that displays a list of frequently asked questions, as well as a tutorial video. Open Source softwareWinShaver is an
open source software application. The application is available for you to download, free of charge, from this site. WinShaver is a very
useful application when it comes to cleaning b7e8fdf5c8
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Is there something on your hard drive that's taking up a lot of space? WinShaver is a simple software application that you can use to
immediately remove temporary files from your computer to free up space and make room for new items. It has a simple set of options
geared towards novice users inexperienced with cleanup tools. Doesn't require setup Since there is no installation involved, you can copy
the downloaded files to a preferred directory on the computer or keep them stored on a USB flash disk to run the utility on any machine
directly, without setup. It automatically updates its.ini file to remember your settings. No fresh entries are added to the system registry,
though. Plain and simple interface As far as the interface goes, WinShaver opts for an average window that takes a straightforward
approach toward the cleanup operation, showing a list of items that can be analyzed and emptied. These include temporary Internet files
and Windows temporary folders, together with Firefox and Chrome temporary items, depending on which web browsers you have
installed on your system. Analyze and clean temporary files Before running a cleaning session, you can perform an analysis to figure out
the amount of data that can be removed from storage. Unfortunately, the tool doesn't provide more information, such as the full path of
each file it offers to delete, let alone give you the possibility to exclude objects you want to keep. The full path of each file is shown in the
upper part of the window during the cleanup operation. Remove all files from custom folders When it comes to settings, it's possible to
modify the default paths to the temporary folders of your web browsers, as well as to add new paths to the list. This means that you can
instruct the utility to remove all files from any folder you specified. File masks are not available, so it cannot filter files by name,
extension or other criteria. Conclusion To sum it up, WinShaver delivers a straightforward solution for cleaning temporary files and
removing all items from custom folders. However, it has a light set of features, mainly geared toward first-time users.ARU Introduces
Renewal Fee for Op. U.S. 73 With plans to construct a new bridge over the river at Glens Falls, officials on Thursday announced that a
$137,000 fee will be levied against property owners who have their land on the east side of the New York State Thruway in the town of
Glens Falls. "The cost of our continued commitment to the plan is

What's New In WinShaver?

WinShaver is a simplistic software application that you can use to immediately remove temporary files from your computer to free up
space and make room for new items. It has a basic set of options geared toward novice users inexperienced with cleanup tools.Does not
require setup; copies files to a preferred directory on the computer or keep them stored on a USB flash disk to run the utility on any
machine directly, without setup. It automatically updates its.ini file to remember your settings. No fresh entries are added to the system
registry, though. Plain and simple interface; as far as the interface goes, WinShaver opts for an average window that takes a
straightforward approach toward the cleanup operation, showing a list of items that can be analyzed and emptied. These include
temporary Internet files and Windows temporary folders, together with Firefox and Chrome temporary items, depending on which web
browsers you have installed on your system. Analyze and clean temporary files; before running a cleaning session, you can perform an
analysis to figure out the amount of data that can be removed from storage. Unfortunately, the tool doesn't provide more information,
such as the full path of each file it offers to delete, let alone give you the possibility to exclude objects you want to keep. The full path of
each file is shown in the upper part of the window during the cleanup operation. Remove all files from custom folders; when it comes to
settings, it's possible to modify the default paths to the temporary folders of your web browsers, as well as to add new paths to the list.
This means that you can instruct the utility to remove all files from any folder you specified. File masks are not available, so it cannot
filter files by name, extension or other criteria. What's good about WinShaver? No setup required; when it comes to interface, WinShaver
opts for an average window that takes a straightforward approach toward the cleanup operation, showing a list of items that can be
analyzed and emptied. This includes temporary Internet files and Windows temporary folders, together with Firefox and Chrome
temporary items, depending on which web browsers you have installed on your system. Does not require fresh entries to the system
registry; if you already have a personal registry cleaner (antivirus), this application doesn't add new entries to the registry. What's bad
about WinShaver? Light set of features; as far as the amount of features goes, this utility opts for a simple approach toward the cleanup
operation, showing a simple list of files that can be analyzed and cleared. [alternate link
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System Requirements For WinShaver:

Supported Windows versions: Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows 10 (x64) Supported versions of.NET: ASP.NET 4.0 ASP.NET MVC 4 ASP.NET
MVC 5 ASP.NET MVC 6 The physical memory of the computer should be at least 384 MB RAM. Processor: Intel Pentium G3400 or AMD
Athlon II X2 250 or AMD Athlon II X4 640 Memory: 2 GB Hard disk:
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